
 
 
 
 
                                                                        

 

                                                      ClubChampionship/MatchPlay 2020: 
                           Championship Flight – AdamLewis – yes, again. 

  AUGUST:                                                                                                                                                        
Adam Lewis loves the party. 
He’s everyones darling and he’s not leaving 
our podium anytime soon. AdamLewis 
remains in a class by himself. The last 6 yrs 
(maybe 8, we’ve lost track) he has managed 
to find himself on the front page of this 
newsletter after both the President’s Cup and 
the Club Championship. 

 OscarHeath finds himself in Adam’s cage for 
the 2nd yr in a row in the Championship flite 
finale… Pandemic, no problem, Lewis wins  
2-1 in the 36hole finale. Qualifier gave it away 
as Lewis blisters with a 68/64 132. Heath-140 
and Luis Diaz 142. 

                                                                                                          
1st Flite…KoaMorgan had to deal with the “Ruonavaara” 
effect. JakeRuonavaara, cartbarn raised legend still 
amazes himself, firing rounds of 67-72 in the qualifier. He’s 
a utility employee and busy.  Koa wins the first flite as Jake 
was busy again cutting power lines to save us from another 
CA wildfire. 14players in this flight, sound competitors and 
none a rollover The qualifying round score spred was 139 
to 159. Notables-JDumoulin, APerez and KYoung.  
Lets just say, the old guys were picking up the rear here. 

 
2nd Flite…Our favorite flite. A field of 11 drama queens ignite the 
competitive flames between the ‘up-n-comers’ and the not yet ‘has beens’. 
This fiesty bunch score spred was  as large as their age spred at 15 and 
140 to 165. All know the thrill of victory and turnout to get a taste of it in our 
2nd major of the year. BobLavery140 found the trophy after years of hanging 
around at the top of many leaderboards…followed by SBalfour146, 
BLlerena, CRodgers and PMinnifield. 
 
3rd Flite…They come out swinging in this flite without knowing which way its 

going until its gone. 10participants and some with name recognition, long list of under 
achievers and possibly some bad math skills.  The first two that come to mind… 
CHauth and TOsipowich – qualifier round scores separating themselves from the 
field with scores of 139 and 145. MVanvranken151 and BAlbona153. Osipowich 
stood down the leader after a slow start and finished Hauth off 3/2 in the match play. 
TO’s  pic was on the cover of the last newsletter, didn’t bother to update – that smile 
could do a dental commericial ! 

                      
                                                           ¡Feliz Navidad y próspero Año Nuevo! 
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SEPTEMBER:  4Person team / 2bestball NCGA Zone Qualifier  10teams/ 40players      True, it hasn’t 
been the best year but when the morning greets you with 
sunshine … what’s better then grabbing your favorite 4 
Bestie’s and heading for the tee.    Hey…? These trophy 
holders look familiar…3 of 4 won last year, 
MVanvranken(17) joins this slippery gang of Jake ‘stud’ 
Ruonavaara(3), Ken ‘rdkill’ Rhodes(10) and the 
RFarino(17) cruising to a 4 stroke win over the field at -22, 
122net.    They have a long history and reputation for 
unbeatable chemistry.  Jake rolls with a 67 with birdies on 
2, 11, 14 and eagle on 4. Rdkill propped up the team for a 
10hdcp shooting  1 over, 73. Vanvranken and Farino side 
dishes at 95/78 and 96/79.  
    The remainder of the field picks up again at -18    
Lavery, Minnifield, Rupiper and Young...Crownover, 
Emerson, McDaniel and Purrugganan…Black, McKnight, 
Sallee and Sobolewski. 

 

OCTOBER:  Year’s FINAL BIG ONE – 2 Day/2 Man Best Ball      Membership waits on this one as they hunt 
for the bub’s whose got the hot stix, 2 days of 
hardcore, 18 teams – 2 flites – 36 players. These flite 
1 combo’s are tweaked just a bit from yr to yr…like 
trading girlfriends in mid-summer. JDumoulin and 
KoaMorgan kept consistent over the 2days, Regulars 
on the weekend SKINS tour carding  65-66, 131, -13. 
DRupiper and KYoung follow with 132. BDorn and 
RGill grabbed the last paid postion at 134  
Flite 2  the perennial team of CHauth and MDrown at 
the top of the leaderboard,  -14, 140.  Took them 
awhile to get started after day one 68, erasing any 
doubt with day 2 score of  62.  Much the same for 2nd 
place, MVanvranken and TOsipowich 70 / 63  
133….and its not easy when heavyweights like 
CDelles / RMcDaniel are in the hunt taking 3rd.at 135.     TOsipowich, MDrown and CHauth discuss  ‘left a lot out there’ moments                                                                           

 
Top 5… The Money List 2020… 
1.  TO$ipowich   $720  in 6 tournaments       
2.  KMorgan         $495  in 4 tournaments                                                                                                      
3. CHauth            $490  in 5 tournaments 
4. RGill                $480  in 4 tournaments 
5  JDumoulin       $435 in 5 tournaments                                                                                                                                                                                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Farino, Osipowich, Rhodes, Burgess  catch Bandon on a good one in NOV 
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 NOVEMBER:  We Love the RYDER CUP 
Membership likes to mix it up when they have partners. The RyderCup is perfect 
for finding out who of the two needs to be skooled. Changing format every 
6holes, Best ball – Scramble – Aggregate will expose the trouble spots both 
physically and mentally. NUresti was heard saying after winning with partner 
SBalfour, “She may not be the prettiest but I love what she’s made of”. When 
guys have that kind of ‘chemistry’ you just let them keep on drinkin.  
3flites, 26teams, 52players…$1080.00 purse.  
          Flite 1                               Flite 2                             Flite3 
1st  - EHarrison/TCoscia        NUresti/SBalfour             KRhodes/TO$ipowich 
2nd - BLlerena/MZanoni         ABordessa/Dweller         BHoekenga/CHauth 
3rd -  DMoore/ZBandfield       DHunter/LPlinski             RFarino/CLarsen 
 
LEFT: 2ND Flite Champs – SBalfour/NUresti…WNorosky side garnish

         

 
 
LEFT:  JSchram/LWatanabe win the NCGA-King and Queen tourney@PoppyRidge 
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Summer Challenge: Red Tee Box Championship Qualifier…. 
He/She Trainwreck or a case of Man shaming? 
     A post-tourney discussion can sometimes drag on about all the missed putts, not 
being able to hit the green from 91yds and multiple and usually the same reasons why 
one can’t break 90, 80 or for that matter, Par…and what tee boxes would an average 
or better than average player have to use to guarantee a sub Par round? Our tourneys 
are played from the blue tees (blue tees are used by the SYMETRA ladies tour)  White 
tees are for those who can’t break 80 fifty% of the time. Can you imagine the self 
confidence that could be built if your breaking 80 three out of ten rounds? Do you think 
we should include the Red (ladies tees) in our tournament schedule? then we hear, 
“You care to put some money on it? “  As usual, Manhood gets men in trouble in the 
most humorous ways.  
     The discussion progressed with this theme, a little out of normal but the year is 
2020. So wth? . It’s not so much about your manhood being challenged these daze as 
much as it is with being comfortable/understandable with your feminine side. Like 
Covid, you cannot hide from it. One must stand up to it with the necessary pre-
cautions of course ...but when the challenge is offered backed by a few dollars, pull up 
your knickers and go fishing…  Exactly what wmc member NickUresti did when a few 
of his competitor bubs challenged his feminine side – They looked at him and said, 
“For $500, we say your he/she    isn’t talented enough to break par from the Red 
tees”…GAME ON!....BTW? what tees can you guarantee a break 80 score? 
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L – R 
Puttingreen pre RyderCup 
 
Rosener/Farino Cheers 
 
Emerson/Weller 
Date nite winners 
 
SantaKC 
 
Vic/ Tony looking innocent  
 
DogBowl Crew 
Mesquite, NV 
Oct. 2020 
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